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Introduction
    The Webber® BIG Apraxia Carryover Worksheets includes 83 reproducible homework pages 
designed to supplement the Webber® BIG Apraxia Photo Cards and Webber® Mini Apraxia Photo 
Cards used in therapy with children with childhood apraxia of speech (CAS). These worksheets 
facilitate additional practice of the sounds, syllable structures, and techniques learned by 
children in therapy. Given the need for repetitive planning, programming, and production 
practice in motor speech disorders, structured practice outside the therapy room is essential. Use 
of consistent cues from therapy to home can help the child more easily find the correct starting 
positions for sound productions and more accurately move through the sequences of sounds.  

    Each consonant practice page includes: 

• A name for the sound to help children remember how to say the sound.

• Photo(s) and description of visual/tactile cues with specific gestures to remind children  
how to produce the target sound. 

• Photos of three target words per page. 

• Activities for saying each target word:  

 o Repeat the word

 o Finish the sentence

 o Complete the rhyme

 o Repeat the phrase/sentence

• Space for the speech-language pathologist to add customized target words. 

    Each vowel practice page includes: 

• Photos of four target words per page. 

• Activities for saying each target word:  

 o Repeat the word

 o Finish the sentence

 o Complete the rhyme

 o Repeat the phrase/sentence

• Space for the speech-language pathologist to add customized target words.  

    Additional resources include a reproducible parent/homework helper letter to accompany 
the practice pages, a progress chart to document practice in your therapy sessions, and reward 
certificates to motivate your students. 
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Name Date Helper

The Popcorn Sound “p”

Practice “p” the “popcorn sound” with your child. Your child has learned the following cues 
to help him/her make the “p” sound. Use these gestures by your lips/mouth/throat to remind 
your child how to say the “p” sound while practicing the words below.

Place fingertips of open hand on 
closed lips and move outward quickly
as sound is made. 

Consonant-Vowel-Consonant-Vowel (CVCV) Words:

Say potty  times.
Finish the sentence:  Jake had to use the ______.
Complete the rhyme: Dottie rhymes with ______.
Repeat the phrase/sentence:  
 Jake goes potty. 
 Jake goes to the potty.

Say pillow  times.
Finish the sentence: I sleep on my favorite ______.
Complete the rhyme: Willow rhymes with ______.
Repeat the phrase/sentence:  
 My pillow is. 
 My pillow is soft.

Say puppy  times.
Finish the sentence: The animal in the cup is a little ______.
Complete the rhyme: Guppy rhymes with ______.
Repeat the phrase/sentence:  
 Puppy is in. 
 Puppy is in a cup.

Additional “p” popcorn sound words to practice. Say each  times.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

potty

pillow

puppy
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Name Date Helper

Consonant-Vowel-Consonant (CVC) Words:

Say sad  times.
Finish the sentence: Jeremy got in trouble and it made him feel _____.
Complete the rhyme: Glad rhymes with _____.
Repeat the phrase/sentence:

Is sad today. 
He is sad today. 

Say same  times.
Finish the sentence: The twin girls look almost exactly the _____!
Complete the rhyme: Game rhymes with _____.
Repeat the phrase/sentence:

Look the same. 
The girls look the same. 

Say sick  times.
Finish the sentence: Shawn will not go to school today because he is very _____.
Complete the rhyme: Stick rhymes with _____.
Repeat the phrase/sentence:

He is sick. 
He is sick today.

Additional “s” snake sound words to practice. Say each  times.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

sad

same

sick

The Snake Sound “s”

Practice “s” the “snake sound” with your child. Your child has learned the following cues to help 
him/her make the “s” sound. Use these gestures by your lips/mouth/throat to remind your 
child how to say the “s” sound while practicing the words below.

Slide your finger along your lower lip and 
chin area, like a slithering snake, as you 
make the sound.
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Name Date Helper

Consonant-Vowel-Consonant (CVC) Words:

Say jam  times.
Finish the sentence: I love eating toast with _____.
Complete the rhyme: Lamb rhymes with _____.
Repeat the phrase/sentence:
 Strawberry jam. 
 I love strawberry jam.

Say jeep  times.
Finish the sentence: That green army vehicle is called a _____.
Complete the rhyme: Beep rhymes with _____.
Repeat the phrase/sentence:
 In the jeep. 
 Ride in the jeep.  

Say juice  times.
Finish the sentence: Gracie drank the whole glass of orange _____.
Complete the rhyme: Moose rhymes with _____.
Repeat the phrase/sentence:
 Drink orange juice. 
 I drink orange juice.

Additional “j” jump sound words to practice. Say each  times.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

jam

jeep

juice

The Jump Sound “j”

Practice “j” the “jump sound” with your child. Your child has learned the following cues to help 
him/her make the “j” sound. Use these gestures by your lips/mouth/throat to remind your 
child how to say the “j” sound while practicing the words below.

Place fingertip slightly in front of lips and 
pull away quickly as sound is made. Place 
other hand on throat to show voicing.
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Name Date Helper

Consonant-Vowel-Consonant-Vowel (CVCV) Words:

Say goalie  times.
Finish the sentence: The boy guarding the soccer goal is the team’s _____.
Complete the rhyme: Wholly rhymes with _____.
Repeat the phrase/sentence:
 A good goalie. 
 Joe’s a good goalie.

Say gopher  times.
Finish the sentence: That cute, furry rodent is a  _____.
Complete the rhyme: Loafer rhymes with _____.
Repeat the phrase/sentence:
 A cute gopher. 
 See a cute gopher. 

Say guitar  times.
Finish the sentence: Miguel is learning how to play the _____.
Complete the rhyme: Sitar rhymes with _____.
Repeat the phrase/sentence:
 Play my guitar. 
 I will play my guitar.

Additional “g” go sound words to practice. Say each  times.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

goalie

gopher

guitar

The Go Sound “g”

Practice “g” the “go sound” with your child. Your child has learned the following cues to help 
him/her make the “g” sound. Use these gestures by your lips/mouth/throat to remind your 
child how to say the “g” sound while practicing the words below.

Place your open hand horizontally across 
the throat and move upward along your 
neck as you make the sound.
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Practice the short a sound with your child.

Consonant-Vowel-Consonant (CVC) Words:

Say cat  times.
Finish the sentence: Muffy is the name of my long-haired _____.
Complete the rhyme: Hat rhymes with _____.
Repeat the phrase/sentence:
 My kitty cat. 
 My kitty cat is gray.

Say fan  times.
Finish the sentence: When I’m hot, I like to stand in front of the _____.
Complete the rhyme: Ran rhymes with _____.
Repeat the phrase/sentence:
 The fan blows. 
 The fan blows air. 

Say hat  times.
Finish the sentence: Jackson is wearing his dad’s cowboy _____.
Complete the rhyme: Bat rhymes with _____.
Repeat the phrase/sentence:
 My hat is. 
 My hat is brown.

Say man  times.
Finish the sentence: Lucinda married a very sweet _____.
Complete the rhyme: Pan rhymes with _____.
Repeat the phrase/sentence:
 The man is. 
 The man is happy.

Additional short a vowel words to practice. Say each  times.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Short Vowel A

hat

man

cat

fan
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Name Date Helper

Practice the long a sound with your child.

Long Vowel A

Consonant-Vowel-Consonant (CVC) Words:

Say bake  times.
Finish the sentence: Faye is making cookies because she loves to _____.
Complete the rhyme: Cake rhymes with _____.
Repeat the phrase/sentence:
 You can bake. 
 You can bake cookies.

Say game  times.
Finish the sentence: The kids are having fun playing a_____.
Complete the rhyme: Frame rhymes with _____.
Repeat the phrase/sentence:
 Play a fun game. 
 They play a fun game.

Say name  times.
Finish the sentence: MiMi is the dog’s _____.
Complete the rhyme: Same rhymes with _____.
Repeat the phrase/sentence:
 Her name is. 
 Her name is MiMi.

Say race  times.
Finish the sentence: The children are running in a _____.
Complete the rhyme: Chase rhymes with _____.
Repeat the phrase/sentence:
 Run in a race. 
 They run in a race.

Additional long a vowel words to practice. Say each  times.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

game

race

bake

name


